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What Business Owners Say

“Basin RevUp is not a “cookie-cutter” or “off-the-shelf” type program. Participating in this program taught us
how to dial in our specific needs in the growth stage of our company. Everything we tackled in the Scope of
Work was laser-focused on our pain points. We are tremendously grateful.” — Popov Leather, Nelson

“Meeting one on one with the RevUp coaching team about
specific issues has been of particular value in helping us get
unstuck in certain areas. They pushed us to work on our
company rather than just in our company.”
– North Mountain Construction, Nelson

“We enjoyed the higher-level business management
mentoring from the RevUp coaches. The program taught us
how to analyze the numbers and data and apply strategic
business thinking to all aspects of the business.”
– Top Hand Supplies, Cranbrook

“This program has undoubtedly changed our organization for the
better. The business knowledge we have gained is invaluable,
and I feel far more confident as a business owner and leader of a
team having worked with such a talented coaching team. We are
also extremely grateful for the RevUP program continuing to run
and offer support despite the chaos caused by the pandemic.”
– Nelson Brewing Company

outrust.org/basinrevup

About Participants

20 companies
have engaged

Average engagement:

6 to 9 months
Average company size:

13 employees
Average company revenues:

$2.1M
95%

likely to recommend

NOV 2020

“The support and high level of knowledge we received,
not to mention the accessibility to the coaches was
exceptional.”
– Shade Sails Canada, Revelstoke
“This program is unique in the business world where you
get condensed training in understanding numbers and
financials key to running a business as well as training
your mind for bigger picture thinking. I have looked for
something like this and as far as I can tell it does not
exist elsewhere.”
- Tratech Mechanical, Creston
“This program is so far doing everything we expected.
Specifically, creating a roadmap for expansion and
growth, while becoming a more efficient and more
profitable business.”
– Cover Architecture, Nelson

Questions?
basinrevup@ourtrust.org
1.800.505.8998

“For me, it was the personal connection and the reality
that the coaches truly cared about us on every level.
They pushed when they needed to, listened when
it was appropriate and maintained a well-balanced
program that allowed us to achieve structure, proper
budgets and process implementation.”
– Honeyman Morris Inc., Kimberley
“I now have a new focus leading a team and I’m working
on the business, rather than working in the business.”
– Om Organics, Invermere
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